WESTPORT
MUSIC + ARTS FESTIVAL

26 –– 31 OCTOBER 2022
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Hello there.
We have been working hard these last months, and are finally able to share you on the
diverse and exciting programme we have waiting for you in October. First and foremost,
this festival is for the ever changing community of Westport, and we are delighted to be
able to have you on the journey with us.
This is just a little preview programme to show what we currently have planned and live on
westival.ie, so you can start booking your tickets, marking your diaries, and planning your
hangover days. We’ll be adding a few last additions in the coming weeks, so keep an eye
on socials and the website for updates.
Feel we’re missing something extra special that you’ve stumbled across? Drop us a
message and we’d love to chat more about it.
Can’t wait to see you all in October.
Sarah Byrne Festival Manager

It’s great to be back.
On behalf of the whole team I’d like to introduce you all to a preview of what we have
planned for this year’s WESTIVAL. There will be even more events added so this is just a
taster of what is to come!
This year’s theme “Direction- Forward” is symbolic of a re-energised community and the
return to live events, and we are really looking forward to bringing you such an exciting,
interesting, diverse and fun series of events for WESTIVAL 2022.
I consider it a great honour and a privilege to hold the position of Chair this year. I am very
aware of all the hard work and enthusiasm that all the previous board members have put
in over the last 46 years encouraging the vibrant arts scene we now have in town.
Please enjoy this celebration of creativity and art.
Eugene Dowd Chair
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BOOK NOW AT

www.westival.ie
Westival.ie
#westival22
@westival.westport

Team
Say hello to our Westival 2022 team below. As we get closer to the festival, we’ll
be adding a few more names to the list below, but in the meantime if you have any
questions, please don’t hesitate in reaching out to us.

FESTIVAL MANAGER // Sarah Byrne
sarahbyrne@westival.ie

FESTIVAL CO-PRODUCER // Ellen Fitzpatrick
ellenfitzpatrick@westival.ie
COMMUNICATIONS // Niamh Mongey

FESTIVAL CHAIR // Eugene Dowd
chair@westival.ie
FESTIVAL BOARD // Kat Slater,
Aoife Staunton, Chris McGuirk,
Willie Walsh, Andrew Crowley

ADMINISTRATION // Trish O’Malley

GRAPHIC DESIGN & COVER DESIGN // Steve Smith
PRINTING // Berry’s Stationery Shop
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Supporters so far...

Comhairle Contae Mhaigh Eo
Mayo County Council

PETER F LY N N

West Mayo
Municipal District Fund

How to support us
Westival is reliant on funding and support from its amazing community to bring the festival
to life each year.
All support is greatly appreciated, and if you would like to support us in any way, we’d
love to hear from you.
It doesn’t have to be financial support either - if you have a spare room you can give to an
artist, or even have some spare time and want to volunteer with us, please get in touch.
You can reach out to us through anyone on the team, our socials, or even grab us if you
see us in Supervalu doing a shop.
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Theme

DIRECTION - FORWARD
Finding a theme for Westival this year felt like a forager’s adventure in woodlands; turning
over leaves, eyes peeled, fingers ready to grab at anything that could tie the many strands
of the festival together, ignite ideas, and guide inspiration.
How do you find something that simultaneously celebrates the vision for the festival, the
power of the arts and galvanises a community? How do you acknowledge the collective
experience of the last two years, without being hindered by its shadow?
To answer this, we went looking through high and low sources, expecting to be stopped
in our tracks by a line from a great piece of old prose or poetry, and come armed with the
weight of history as a way to validate the lofty aspirations of our theme choice.
However, our theme is not the line from a renowned poem or play. Instead, while
researching performers for the programme, we came across a blog post written by the
hugely talented FELISPEAKS, with the title ‘Direction - Forward’. At first we thought we
couldn’t use a blog title as the source of a theme, but then we realised - why not? Art
happens in many places, not just in studios, galleries and museums, but on the street,
amongst friends, in random places, and even whilst scrolling on the internet.
That simple yet powerful phrase resonated with us and spoke to the ultimate mission
of the festival: to move forward with intention as a festival and community, and push for
progress through a diverse and inclusive programme.
We invite you all to move forward with us, and hope you’ll be inspired to share some life
affirming experiences in October. And of course have some craic along the way.
www.felispeaks.com
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Music

Sing Along Social
| Westival Club @ The Mariner Hotel
| Oct 28 21:00
| €16
The Sing Along Social is a zero-commitment choir
designed for people who can not sing. It’s sort of
like group karaoke, or a chaotic singing party, but
you don’t have to practice or know the words or even
be able to sing. It’s just about caterwauling along to
your favourite songs in the company of friends and
strangers.
Hosted by The Craic Mechanics, they have been
popping up at parties, festivals and residencies in Ireland, the UK and beyond since
2015. You can find them at their regular pop ups in The Sugar Club and MVP in Dublin,
or caterwauling alongside crowds at festivals including Body & Soul, All Together Now,
Another Love Story, The Electric Picnic, and now, Westival. Their vibe is cheesy pop music
and guilty pleasures, and they are guided by the holy trinity of Whitney, Mariah and Shania
in pretty much everything they do.

Westival Late Club with

Westival Late Club with

| Westival Club @ The Mariner Hotel
| Oct 28 23:00 - 01:00
| Free to Westival Artists & Crew //
Donation on Door

| Westival Club @ The Mariner Hotel
| Oct 29 23:00 - 01:00
| Free to Westival Artists & Crew
Donation on door

Wherever pop goes,
Lou Bru follows.
From Abba to Zebra
Katz, she likes to
bring everyone on a
pop odyssey that’s
full of surprises. You
can catch her
elsewhere as The
Thirst Trap on DDR or
playing as part of the
Pop Dungeon collective. Her granny was
from Ballinrobe and she hopes that the
people of Westport accept her.

Kate Brennan
Harding is a
broadcaster and
producer, she has
been selecting tunes
for people to dance
to since 2006. She
loves house, disco
and synth, but you
can always expect
some cheeky surprises in her set. A
champion of Irish music, you can often
hear her on RTE Radio One, RTE 2FM and
weekly on RTE2XM Saturdays 10am.

Louise Bruton
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Kate Brennan Harding

Music

HousePlants
| Westival Club @ The Mariner Hotel
| Oct 29 21:00
| €20
HousePlants is the exciting full-fledged
creative vision of two of Ireland’s most
respected artists – Bell X1 frontman Paul
Noonan and innovative atmospheric
producer Daithí. Debut single ‘What’s
With All The Pine?’ is peppered with
playful observations courtesy of Noonan’s
wandering mind, forever etching little mental
notes during his many virtual appointments
across the past year. Noonan considers the
track “an attempt to speak to one of the
phenomena of this time; the sometimes soulcrushing Zoom calls, the efforts to convey a
certain taste or togetherness with our backgrounds – while all around us is going to shit! –
having a snoop, an interest in others’ private spaces and a certain judgy-ness around it all.”
A sense of camaraderie and community is hard-wired into the music of HousePlants.
A new tribe for modern times. All welcome.

Elaine Mai
| Westival Club @ The Mariner Hotel
| Oct 30 21:00
| €20
Elaine Mai is no stranger to success.
Her marquee single ‘No Forever (feat.
MayKay)’ garnered widespread acclaim
and achieved over 11 million impressions
across Irish radio. It hit No.2 in the Irish
Radio Breakers chart and peaked at No.6
in the Viral 50 Ireland Spotify chart. Named
a ‘vital Irish artist’ by Clash Magazine,
Elaine Mai is just getting started. Her debut
album was released last year to critical
acclaim, and even earned her a Choice
music nomination. This year has seen her
become one of Ireland’s top festival picks,
and we can’t wait to see her Westival show.
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Theatre

A Very Old Man With Enormous Wings
Riverbank Arts Centre & Dan Colley
| Town Hall Theatre
| Oct 29 & 30
| €16
Gabriel Garcia Marquez’s darkly comic tale brought to the stage for children and adults
to share. In a kitchen of a theatre, two storytellers and their audience find something
remarkable – a very old man with enormous wings. Inspired by Gabriel Garcia Marquez’s
Un Senor Muy Viejo Con Unas Alas Enormes, this classic piece of magic realism is
brought to the stage with beautiful, strange, emotional richness.
A model of ingenuity ****
- Irish Times
Perfection *****
- TheArtsReview.com
****
- The Times
Funded by Culture Ireland.
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Music

Camille O’Sullivan
Dreaming
| Town Hall Theatre
| Oct 29 19:00
| €25
Camille O’Sullivan comes to Westival with her new, heartfelt show Dreaming,
encompassing her experiences over the pandemic. Having played the
Edinburgh Fringe Festival with her band since 2004, this year
marked a new adventure and a first for Camille, returning with
long-time collaborator and dear friend Feargal Murray creating
a very intimate, pared back, heartfelt show Dreaming, which
was received at Edinburgh this year with critical acclaim, and
will arrive to thrill Westport audiences in October.
The show captures an honest response to her
experiences over the isolation of last few years,
yet captures the joyous and little moments of
happiness that make life worth living. Alongside
Feargal, Camille’s enigmatic presence will envelope
the audience and treat them to a rare, intimate
evening of storytelling in song, interpreting artists
such as Bowie, Cohen, Radiohead, and Rufus
Wainwright. This is a different type of show to her
previous incarnations, with a more spiritual energy,
transforming each song into an intense, vulnerable
experience with joy & pure passion.
A major star *****
Scotsman
Masterclass in living a lyric,
mesmerising *****
Mail on Sunday
Exceptional voice *****
Time Out
Hypnotic *****
Independent
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Theatre

Music

Brian Lennon
| Town Hall Theatre
| Oct 30 19:00
| €20

Bourgeois & Maurice
| Town Hall Theatre
| Oct 28 19:00
| €22
Cult cabaret sensations Bourgeois &
Maurice return to planet earth for one
spectacular night for Westival!
Blending the line between contemporary
cabaret, alternative comedy and prancing
around in sequins, Bourgeois & Maurice
have established themselves as one of
the UK’s most subversive and innovative
musical acts. Their work has been seen
around the globe from New York to
Belgrade, from a converted public toilet
to the Royal Opera House. They’ve won
awards and released five albums but they
are still as humble, caring and hungry for
attention as ever.
Drawing songs from the shadowy abyss
of their back catalogue, B&M will take
audiences on a hilarious, heartfelt and
highly inappropriate journey into the
strangest reaches of their minds. Expect
future hits, old hits and perhaps the odd
costume change or five.
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Brian Lennon was born into a family steeped
in traditional music. He started playing
music at the age of 4 and hasn’t stopped
since! He has featured on many traditional
albums and has performed worldwide. He
was a founding member of Mayo-based
traditional group Céide and Galway-based
chamber choir Cois Cladaigh and in 2004 he
became the conductor of Cór Mhaigh Eo.
It was through meeting friends in the choral
setting that the seven-piece vocal ensemble
Coda was formed. Coda released their
first album ‘Mouthmusic’ in 2011 to critical
acclaim. Their second album ‘Train of Spirits’
was released in 2017 and featured the first
self-penned songs by Lennon. When asked
about his songwriting influences, he says: “My
earliest memories recall my father’s albums of
Dean Martin, Johnny Cash; then listening to
my brother John’s tapes of the Beatles, Simon
and Garfunkel and Neil Young. Later I listened
a lot to James Taylor, Clifford T Ward, Joe
Jackson and Jackson Browne. One album
that I was obsessed with was Paul Brady’s
Hard Station”.
Brian is delighted to launch his debut solo
album ‘A Matter of Time’ at Westival. He will
be joined by a host of special guests in the
hopes of recreating the mood of the album.
It will be launched by singer-songwriter, Tony
Reidy.

Music

Michael Gallen
Sudden Wells
| Grove House
| Oct 27 19:00
| €20
Sudden Wells is a new musical project led
by composer, songwriter and performer
Michael Gallen. The project brings together
some of Ireland’s finest musicians, creating
an atmospheric collective sound that
merges an intimate, lyrical quality with
expansive musical arrangements. A debut
Sudden Wells LP was recorded at Killyon
Manor earlier this year, with a release and
touring planned for Spring of 2023. For
this special Westival performance at Grove
House, Michael will be joined by guest
performer Patrick O’Laoighaire of “I Have
a Tribe” for an evening of traditional and
newly-composed songs and instrumental
works arranged for two pianos.

Patrick Dexter
| Grove House
| Oct 28 18:00
| €20

Patrick Dexter is a globally-renowned
cellist from Ireland. During the Coronavirus
lockdown, Patrick developed a habit
of practising the cello outside. His
performances started to rack up millions
of views, and messages from people all
over the world who had taken comfort in
his rich, expansive playing flooded in.
Patrick released his debut album, Solace,
in 2022. Exploring themes of home, the
natural world, and the dichotomy of
despair and joy found in both the
landscape of the west of Ireland and the
sonic depth of the cello (one of classical
music’s most arresting instruments),
Solace weaves through a complex and
fascinating history of traditional Irish
music, as well as Patrick’s own personal
history. It’s a vast, accomplished, and
incredibly life-affirming body of work that
comes during one of the darkest moments
in human history, from an artist who has
much more to offer.
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Spoken Word

Max Zanga

Workshop: Word Up
| The Mariner Hotel
| Oct 29 12:00 + 14:00
| €16
One of Ireland’s most creative and forward-thinking musicians, Max Zanga has achieved
international acclaim as one half of hip-hop duo Tebi Rex. He writes on topics ranging
from modern day Ireland to Greek mythology and is an experienced public speaker, live
performer, writer, spoken word artist and podcaster. With an MA in Critical & Creative
Media, he has become a leading cultural commentator and a respected mentor to young
people. Selected as one of the lead artists for the 2022 Dublin Fringe festival, he will
premiere Filmore! - a new project inspired by internet and meme culture. His hip-hop
workshop will cover lyrics, beats, song structure and presentation - culminating in a
performance of a track written during the session.

Spoken Word
| The Mariner Hotel
| Oct 29 12:00 + 14:00
| €16
Max will perform a special
spoken word set for Westival,
his words are no less striking in this
stripped back setting - tackling
politics, racism, death, anxiety,
austerity and social media.
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Music

I Have a Tribe

BaBushKa

| Matt Molloy’s Yard Bar
| Oct 29 18:00
| €16

| Matt Molloy’s Yard Bar
| Oct 29 14:00
| €16

I Have a Tribe,
Patrick
O’Laoghaire’s
home for his
piano-driven
songs, conjures
up a commitment
at once both
personal and
universal.
Described as
one of Ireland’s
“most
exceptional musicians” by the Irish Times,
O’Laoghaire performs at the piano with
improvised set lists and often changing
arrangements. There is an elemental,
instinctive nature to his work. He has toured
with and opened for Anna Calvi, Lisa
Hannigan and Villagers, and was invited to
take part in the People festival (curated by
Bon Iver) where he collaborated with Beirut,
Feist, Little Scream and Damien Rice.
O’Laoghaire translates his everyday
engagement with life into his music. The
songs are full of references to birds, land,
light, water, love. There is a timelessness
in their delivery that reaches back to
somewhere distant and at the same time,
lands in the now.
I Have a Tribe’s offering is mixture of
something very deep and honest with
something very generous and playful. There is
within his songs a vibration with the potential
to unfold itself around any hour of the day.

BaBushKa - a
spectacular riot of craic,
colour, songs and
storytelling that takes
the audience on a
soul-filled journey
through the most
amazing Kate Bush soundtrack to a higher
dimension of love, joy and community.
BaBushKa features Tyrone born Nan Fee,
now living on the Hebridean Isle of Eigg and
her band of merry Bushers; Lauren Tait on
piano, Ross Martin on guitar, Kenn Clark on
bass and Kenny Knowles on drums and
includes many Kate Bush classics such as
‘Running Up that Hill’, ‘Wuthering Heights’
and, of course, ‘Babooshka’. We just know
that something good is gonna happen.

Clew Bay Folk Club
| Matt Molloy’s Yard Bar
| 29 Oct 30 16:00
| Free
Clew Bay Folk Club is a special, intimate
open mic held every 2nd Saturday from
4-6pm at Matt Molloys Yard Bar, and the
brainchild of Westport’s own Tony Reidy.
They will be hosting a special CBFC on the
Sunday of Westival this year.

His work has an organic, three-dimensional
quality that lends it a rarely found sincerity;
his songs are, at times, fragile … then it
expands, careering forward and unfolding
an unforeseen energy.
-Other Voices
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Visual Arts

Pressing On
Sheelyn Browne
| Cornrue Bakery
| Launch 26 Oct 17:30
| 27 - 31 Oct
| Free
“Pressing On” is an exhibition of works
from Westport based Artist Sheelyn
Browne. Produced as a result of
‘Lockdown with a printing press’, the
images in this exhibition relate to the
general state of mind at that time. Without
realising it water became the central
theme for Sheelyn. ‘The Swimming craze,
it was figurative, local and robes became
fashionable’. Declining to partake in a
literal sense Sheelyn recorded those
moments in print. Keeping with the water
theme ‘white herons also represent the
mood – walking, treading water, gathering
remotely. escapism, loneliness, isolation,
windows of freedom, a lot of waiting
and finally escapism’, a constant theme
throughout.
Sheelyn Browne is also the artist behind
the officially commissioned Westival 2022
poster, which will be on sale from Cornrue,
and through Westival’s merch sales.
She will be at the venue each day from
11:00 - 13:00 during the festival, for
anyone who would like to meet the artist.
www.sheelynbrowne.com
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Visual Arts

‘Home and Away’

Paintings by
Mike Bernard & John Brady
| Customs House Studio
| Opening Reception 26th Oct 19.30
| 26th Oct – 27th Nov
| Free
Mike and John were involved in several
community arts projects in Westport in the
1980s which lead to the establishment of
the Customs House Gallery and Studios
of which they were founding members.
They then went on to pursue their own
successful careers in the visual arts and,
having previously exhibited together in
1996 and in 2002, are pleased to come
together again as part of this year’s
Westival programme.

‘Growth’

Ballycastle Primary School
+ Cas McCarthy
| TBA
| Launch 27 Oct 12:30
| 27 - 31 Oct
| Free
“Growth” is the title of a joyous exhibition
of 70 light box lanterns by the pupils of
Ballycastle Primary School in North Mayo.
The project is the result of a seven-week
residency by Mayo artist Cas McCarthy in
collaboration with young artists from the

primary school
and teacher
Francesca
Scott, funded
through
Teacher Artist
Partnership
(TAP), a
Department of Education and Skills initiative,
which is managed by Mayo Education
Centre. The exhibition also features the
recorded voices of the young artists.

‘The Other Way’
The McGings
Open Exhibition

| McGings
| Launch 26 Oct 21:00
| Free
For the last 14 years,
the McGings Open
Exhibition has put
out an annual call to
gather small
artworks, all
collected under the
one theme. Then, the
art and artifacts are removed from the walls
of McGings, a haunt of many local artists,
and the new collection of works are installed
in their place. What results is a charming
show of around 100 interesting and
affordable artworks. Come down and
leisurely peruse the show whilst enjoying a
cuppa or a cold pint. You never know what
you may find, who you might meet, or what
conversations may ensue. Someone will
always interpret the theme anOTHER way
than you.Curated by Christine Prescott with
the support of Caroline Masterson, Gráinne
O’Reilly and Breda Burns. For more
information, submissions or sales email:
mcgings.art.exhibition@gmail.com.
You can also find us on Instagram: @
mcgings_exhibition
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Visual Arts

‘Print Matters’
West Ink

| Town Hall Theatre
| Launch 27 Oct 17:00
| 27 - 31 Oct 10:00
| Free
‘Print Matters’ is
a collection of
works by twelve
Mayo-based
artists who
make up the
West Ink Society
of Artist
Printmakers.
The exhibition
will be a
dynamic
showcase some
of the wide variety of techniques (such as
etching, drypoint, collagraph, mezzotint,
monoprint, lino- and woodcut) available to
artist printmakers in their pursuit of a broad
range of themes. West Ink brings together
the works of artists Breda Burns, V R
Gibbons, Áine Gallagher, Claire Griffin,
Caroline Masterson, Bruce Mathieson, Ann
O’Mahony, Owen Piffaretti, Susie Quinn,
Benita Stoney, Sinead Wall and Michelle
Webb.

Genevieve King
| Clew Bay Hotel
| Launch 27 Oct 20:00
| 9th - 31st October
| Free
This series of artworks is inspired by
coastal views and inland landscapes of
Mayo and offshore Island Inishturk. This
work is mostly of mixed media textile. Her
compositions have a painterly quality and
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are concerned with colour and texture, and
light in our rural landscape.
www.genevieveking.weebly.com

‘Lockdown Series’
Ellie Dunne

| TBA
| Launch 27 Oct 18:30
| 27 - 31 Oct
| Free

During lockdown,
Ellie Dunne - like
many other young
people - was
stuck at home,
with her college
course taking
place online. With
more time to
devote to her art,
she honed a
distinctive abstract style demonstrating an
instinctive use of colour and pattern.
Ellie’s first solo show took place at the
OPW’s Dower House Gallery at Emo Court
in Co Laois this summer, after which the
Government acquired several pieces for
the National Collection.
www.elliedunneart.com

Writing
Our pals at the wonderful Tertulia have been working away curating a writing and poetry
strand for the festival. Here’s a quick look at some of the things they have planned this year:

Out of Kilter: An evening of
Poetry and Music
| Tertulia Bookshop
| 27 Oct 20:00
| €10

Out of Kilter - an evening of Poetry and
music for our times with award winning
poet Geraldine Mitchell and fiddle, banjo,
mandolin Virtuoso Tim Rogers

A Future of One’s Own What kind of world to you
want to leave behind
| Tertulia Bookshop
| 28 Oct 20:00
| €10
Come join Creative Together and Tertulia
Bookshop for an evening of thought
provocation and lively debate. Starting with
the theory of Longtermism we will pose
some interesting questions, drawing on a
varied tapestry of philosophy and literature,
to help fuel the fire of inquiry.

Socrates + Wine
| Savoir Fare
| 28 Oct 18:00
| TBC

Bring a hat and your inner Socrates.
Join The Philosopher’s Hat Club and Savoir
Fair for an hour of thought provocation
and lively debate with wine and nibbles at
Savoir Fare. Who was Socrates and why is
he still important to us?

Harry Potter Event
| Tertulia Bookshop
| Oct 29 18:00
| €5

It’s Halloween, it’s Westival, it’s Harry
Potter Time at Tertulia. Come along
dressed as your favourite character
from Harry Potter. Sorting Hat will be in
operation and watch out for Evil Witch
Kay and Kind Witch Te. You may be asked
to perform a scene from Harry Potter. Be
ready or be scared. Prizes for the best
dressed and many more spot prizes.
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Workshops

A Shared Space

Hosts: Sinead Murray
& Ronan Conway
| Venue TBC
| Date TBC
| Tickets TBC
This is an invitation to come and explore
ourselves through story and connection.

Juanita’s Talk
| Westival Club @ The Mariner Hotel
| Oct 30 14:00 & 16:00
| €10
Juanita’s Talk is an hour-long interactive
environmental show for the whole family
by Ireland’s leading female clown Angelica
Santander.
Juanita wants to lift the lid on your
recycling bin. What should we do with all
this plastic? Where does all that plastic
we recycle actually go? What can we do
to stop it? Juanita can’t answer these
questions on her own – she needs you
tohelp her. So she invites the audience to
assist in fulfilling her quest for a plastic-free
world.
Using projections, music, dance and
clowning, plastic pollution is tackled in an
provocative, entertaining and ridiculous
way. An important, urgent and utterly
hilarious show full of hope for our future.
Juanita’s Talk is followed by a workshop on
positive solutions to plastic pollution.
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Our story can sometimes hold us back or
liberate us in life, depending on what way
we tell it. Through facilitated dialogue,
movement and listening we invite you
to get curious about acceptance and
empathy, to play with vulnerability and
joy - the universal experience we share as
humans. An opportunity to empower one
another and embrace more of who we are.
The facilitators (Sinead Murray and Ronan
Conway) have over 10 years of experience
working dynamically with young people
and diverse adult groups, in creating safety
and connection, allowing for exploration
and discovery. Through shared wisdom
and experience the facilitators will cocreate a space for power and potential to
be realised and encouraged.

Workshops

Children’s
Lantern Making
Cas McCarthy
| Venue TBC
| Oct 29
| €15
Join artist Cas McCarthy to make your own
simple lantern to light up the winter months
with drawing and 3d making, using card
and tape. Suitable for 5 to 12 year olds.
Cas McCarthy is an artist with a special
interest in working with children. Her
mission is to get everyone making art!

Art Attack

Nicky Dowd and Siobhan
McGuire
| Breheny’s Garage
| Date TBC
| €30

Butter Knife Carving
Forristal Woodwork
| Teach Scoile
| Oct 29
| €50
Join Ed Forristal of
Forristal Woodwork
on Saturday, 29th
October for a
wooden butter
knife carving
workshop held at
Teach Scoile
bakery. This
workshop will teach attendees unfamiliar
with woodwork how to successfully carve
a butter knife out of wood and teach you
key basic skills to continue your woodcarving career. No prior experience is
required as this is a beginner’s course,
however participants must be comfortable
working with a sharp knife. All carving
materials are provided. Tea, coffee and
lunch will be provided by Karen of The
Happy Tummy Co.

and express your visual voice to create
a fun group piece and your very own to
take home. No art experience needed, just
prepare to get messy and let go, so wear
old clothes!

Are you curious about what you would
create if you could paint what you feel, see
what you hear and leave your mark on a
wall? Have you ever wanted to go wild and
let rip to your favourite dance track? This is
your chance to flick, splatter and hurl paint
where we pump up the volume, free dance
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@Westivalirl
westivalwestport
westival.westport
WESTIVAL.IE
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